Topic Summary:

Radiometric Dating

Evolutionary textbooks point out the age of the earth is extremely
important. Their theory needs millions and millions of years for evolution to
happen. If the earth is young, then Darwin’s idea would be refuted and abandoned.
But are they correct, does science prove the earth to be old?
Radiometric dating relies on
observing how quickly radioactive
material decays into non-radio-active
material. However, dating relies on
several unproven assumptions:
1.

That scientists knew how much
radioactive material was in the
rock when it was first formed.
2. That the rock was not
contaminated with either the
radioactive material, or the
material it decays into, from
outside the rock.
3. That the rate of decay was constant.

Novarupta

Novarupta is a
volcano in
Katmai Park
located in the
Alaskan
Peninsula. It erupted on June 6, 1912.
One hundred years later, Dr. David
Shormann retrieved a rock sample
from the lava dome and had it
dated at a professional lab.
Although the rock was exactly 100
years old, radiometric dating placed
it at 5.5 million years!

From observation, we know these assumptions must be wrong because several
rocks that we know to be young have been dated to be very ancient. So if the
dating methods have failed on rocks with known ages, why do we trust them for
dating rocks of unknown ages?
Also, radiocarbon decays very quickly—and wouldn’t even be detectable
after 100,000 years; and yet, we still find it in diamonds that are supposedly
billions of years old. A better explanation is that diamonds are much younger.
The evidence shows that radiometric dating does not work, and things are
actually much younger than claimed. This is a serious problem for the foundation
of evolution, which depends on “deep time.” Instead, the evidence fits with the
thousands of years of earth history recorded in the Bible!

